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Abstract. LetG be a complex semi-simple group, andX a compact Riemann surface. The moduli
space of principalG-bundles onX, and in particular the holomorphic line bundles on this space and
their global sections, play an important role in the recent applications of Conformal Field Theory to
algebraic geometry. In this paper we determine the Picard group of this moduli space whenG is of
classical orG2 type (we consider both the coarse moduli space and the moduli stack).
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Introduction

This paper is concerned with the moduli space of principalG-bundles on an
algebraic curve of positive genus, forG a complex semi-simple group. While the
caseG = SLr, which corresponds to vector bundles, has been extensively studied in
algebraic geometry, the general case has attracted much less attention until recently,
when it became clear that these spaces play an important role in Quantum Field
Theory. In particular, ifL is a holomorphic line bundle on the moduli spaceMG, the
spaceH0(MG; L) is essentially independent of the curveX, and can be naturally
identified with what physicists call thespace of conformal blocksassociated to the
most standard Conformal Field Theory, the so-called WZW-model. This gives a
strong motivation to determine the group Pic(MG) of holomorphic line bundles on
the moduli space.

Up to this point we have been rather vague about what we should call the moduli
space ofG-bundles onX. Unfortunately there are two possible choices, and both
are meaningful. BecauseG-bundles have usually nontrivial automorphisms, the
natural solution to the moduli problem is not an algebraic variety, but a slightly
more complicated object, the algebraic stackMG. This has all the good properties
one expects from a moduli space; in particular, a line bundle onMG is the functorial
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184 ARNAUD BEAUVILLE ET AL.

assignment, for every varietyS and everyG-bundle onX � S, of a line bundle
on S. There is also a more down-to-earth object, the coarse moduli spaceMG

of semi-stableG-bundles; the group Pic(MG) is a subgroup of Pic(MG), but its
geometric meaning is less clear.

In this paper we determine the groups Pic(MG) and Pic(MG) for essentially
all cassical semi-simple groups, i.e. of typeA;B;C;D andG2. Since the simply-
connected case was already treated in [L-S] (see also [K-N]), we are mainly con-
cerned with non simply-connected groups. One new difficulty appears: the moduli
space is no longer connected, its connected components are naturally indexed
by �1(G). Let eG be the universal covering ofG; for each� 2 �1(G), we con-
struct a natural ‘twisted’ moduli stackM�eG which dominatesM�

G. (For instance
if G = PGLr, it is the moduli stack of vector bundles onX of rankr and fixed
determinant of degreed, with e2�id=r = �.) This moduli stack carries in each case a
natural line bundleD, the determinant bundle associated to the standard represen-
tation of eG. We can now state some of our results; for simplicity we only consider
the adjoint groups.

Theorem. Put"G = 1 if the rank ofG is even,2 if it is odd. Let� 2 �1(G).
(a) The torsion subgroup ofPic(M�

G) is isomorphic toH1(X;�1(G)). The
torsion-free quotient is infinite cyclic, generated byDr if G = PGLr, byD"G if
G = PSp2l or PSO2l.

(b) The groupPic(M �
G) is infinite cyclic, generated byDr"G if G = PGLr, by

D2"G if G = PSp2l or PSO2l. 1

Unfortunately, though our method has some general features, it requires a case-by-
case analysis; after our preprint appeared a uniform topological determination of
Pic(MG) has been outlined by C. Teleman [T]. As a consequence of our analysis
we prove that whenG is of classical orG2 type, the moduli spaceMG is locally
factorial exactly whenG is special in the sense of Serre (this is now also proved
for exceptional groups [So]). Nevertheless it is always a Gorenstein variety.

Notation

Throughout this paper we denote byX a smooth projective connected curve over
C of positive genus (see [La] for the genus 0 case); we fix a pointp of X. We let
G be a complex semi-simple group; by aG-bundle we always mean a principal
bundle with structure groupG. We denote byMG the moduli stack parameterizing
G-bundles onX, and byMG the coarse moduli variety of semi-stableG-bundles
(see Section 7).

1 The statement ‘Pic(MG) is generated byDk ’ must be interpreted as ‘Dk descends toMG, and
the line bundle onMG thus obtained generates Pic(MG)’ – and similarly for (a).
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THE PICARD GROUP OF THE MODULI OFG-BUNDLES ON A CURVE 185

Part I: The Picard group of the moduli stack

1. The stackMG

(1.1) Our main tool to study Pic(MG)will be the uniformization theorem of [B-L],
[F2] and [L-S], which we now recall. We denote byLG the loop groupG(C((z))),
viewed as an ind-scheme overC, byL+G the sub-group schemeG(C[[z]]), and by
QG the infinite GrassmannianLG=L+G; it is a direct limit of projective integral
varieties (loc. cit.). Finally letLXG be the sub-ind-groupG(O(X � p)) of LG.
The uniformization theorem defines a canonical isomorphism of stacks

MG
�
�! LXGnQG:

Let eG ! G be the universal cover ofG; its kernel is canonically isomorphic
to �1(G). We want to compare the stacksMG andMeG. For each integern, we

identify the group�n of n-roots of 1 toZ=nZ using the generatore2�i=n.

LEMMA 1.2. (i) The group�0(LG) is canonically isomorphic to�1(G).
(ii) The quotient mapLG! QG induces a bijection�0(LG)! �0(QG). Each

connected component ofQG is isomorphic toQeG.
(iii) The group�0(LXG) is canonically isomorphic toH1(X;�1(G)).
(iv) The groupLXG is contained in the neutral component(LG)� ofLG.
Proof. Let us first prove (i) whenG is simply connected. In that case, there exists

a finite family of homomorphismsx�:Ga ! G such that for any extensionK of
C, the subgroupsx�(K) generateG(K) [S1]. Since the ind-groupGa(C((z))) is
connected, it follows thatLG is connected.

In the general case, consider the exact sequence 1! �1(G) ! eG ! G ! 1
as an exact sequence ofétale sheaves onD� := SpecC((z)). SinceH1(D�; eG) is
trivial [S2], it gives rise to an exact sequence ofC-groups

1! L eG=�1(G) �! LG �! H1(D�; �1(G))! 1: (1.2a)

The assertion (i) follows from the connectedness ofL eG and the canonical isomor-
phismH1(D�; �1(G))

�
�! �1(G) (Puiseux theorem).

To prove (ii), we first observe that the groupL+G is connected: for any 2
L+G(C), the mapF :G�A1 ! L+G defined byF(g; t) = g�1(tz) satisfies
F((0);0) = 1 andF(1;1) = , hence connects to the origin. Therefore the
canonical map�0(LG) ! �0(LG=L

+G) is bijective. Moreover it follows from
(1.2a) that(LG)� is isomorphic toL eG=�1(G), which gives (ii).

Consider now the cohomology exact sequence onX� associated to the exact
sequence 1! �1(G)! eG! G! 1. SinceH1(X�; eG) is trivial [Ha], we get an
exact sequence ofC-groups

1! LX eG=�1(G)! LXG! H1(X�; �1(G))! 1: (1.2b)
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186 ARNAUD BEAUVILLE ET AL.

Since the restriction mapH1(X;�1(G))! H1(X�; �1(G)) is bijective andLX eG
is connected ([L-S], Proposition 5.1), we obtain (iii).

Comparing (1.2a) and (1.2b) we see that (iv) is equivalent to saying that the
restriction mapH1(X�; �1(G)) ! H1(D�; �1(G)) is zero. This follows at once
from the commutative diagram of restriction maps

H1(X;�1(G))
�- H1(X�; �1(G))

H1(D;�1(G))

?
- H1(D�; �1(G))

?

and the vanishing ofH1(D;�1(G)). 2

For � 2 �1(G), let us denote by(LG)� the component ofLG corresponding to�
via Proposition 1.2 (i).

PROPOSITION 1.3. (a)There is a canonical bijection�0(MG)
�
�! �1(G).

(b) For � 2 �1(G), letM�
G be the corresponding component ofMG; let � be

any element of(LG)�(C). There is a canonical isomorphism

M�
G

�
�!(��1LXG�)nQeG:

Proof. The first assertion follows from the uniformization theorem and Lem-
ma 1.2, (i), (ii) and (iv). Again by the uniformization theorem,M�

G is isomor-
phic toLXGn(LG)�=L+G; left multiplication by ��1 induces an isomorphism
of (LG)�=L+G onto (LG)o=L+G = QeG, and therefore an isomorphism of
LXGn(LG)

�=L+G onto(��1LXG�)nQeG . 2

Proposition 1.3(a) assigns to anyG-bundleP onX an element� of �1(G) such
thatP defines a point ofM�

G; we will refer to� as thedegreeof P .
We will use Proposition 1.3 to determine the Picard group ofM�

G; therefore
we first need to compute Pic(QeG). We denote bys the number of simple factors of
Lie(G).

LEMMA 1.4. The Picard group ofQeG is isomorphic toZs.

Proof. Write eG as a product
sQ
i=1

eGi of almost simple simply connected groups.

PutQ = QeG andQi = QeGi
; the GrassmannianQ is isomorphic to

Q
Qi. The

Picard group ofQi is free of rank 1 [M]; we denote byOQi(1) its positive generator.

The projectionsQ ! Qi define a group homomorphism
Q

Pic(Qi) ! Pic(Q);

we claim that it is bijective.
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LetL be a line bundle onQ; there are integers(mi) such that the restriction of

L to fq1g� � � � �Qj �� � � �fqsg, for any(qi) 2
Q
Qi and anyj, is isomorphic to

OQj (mj). ThenL is isomorphic to�iOQi(mi): by writing eachQi as a direct limit

of varietiesQ(n)
i , we are reduced to prove that these two line bundles are isomorphic

over
Q
i
Q
(n)
i , which follows immediately from the theorem of the square. 2

PROPOSITION 1.5.For � 2 �1(G), letq�G : QeG !M�
G be the canonical projec-

tion (Proposition 1.3).The kernel of the homomorphism

(q�G)
�: Pic(M�

G)! Pic(QeG) �= Zs

is canonically isomorphic toH1(X;�1(G)), and its image has finite index.
Proof. Sinceq�G identifiesM�

G to the quotient ofQeG by ��1LXG�, line
bundles onM�

G correspond in a one-to-one way to line bundles onQeG with a
(��1LXG�)-linearization ([V], ex. 7.21); in particular, the kernel of(q�G)

� is
canonically isomorphic to the character group Hom(LXG;C�). From the exact
sequence (1.2b) and the triviality of the character group ofLX eG ([L-S], Corollary
5.2) we see that the group Hom(LXG;C�) is isomorphic to Hom(H1(X;�1(G));C�),
which can be identified by duality withH1(X;�1(G)).

Write eG �=
sQ
i=1

eGi as in Lemma 1.4. The image of�1(G) under thei-th projection

pi: eG ! eGi is a central subgroupAi of eGi; we denote byGi the quotienteGi=Ai,
so thatpi induces a homomorphismG ! Gi. Let �i be the image of� in �1(Gi).
Choosing a nontrivial representation�:Gi ! SLr gives rise to a commutative
diagram

QeG pri- QeGi

- QSLr

M�
G

q�G

?
- M�i

Gi

q�iGi

?
- MSLr :

qSLr

?

The pull back of the determinant bundleD onMSLr toQSLr isOQ(1) [B-L], and
the pull back ofOQ(1) toQi := QeGi

isOQi(d�) for some integerd� (the Dynkin

index of�, see [L-S]). Thereforepr�i OQi(d�) belongs to the image of(q�G)
�. It

follows that this image has finite index. 2

Remark1.6. In the sequel we will be mostly interested in the case whereG is
almost simple; then�1(G) is canonically isomorphic to�n or to�2��2. We thus
get that the torsion subgroup of Pic(M�

G) is Jn in the first case andJ2 � J2 in
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the second, whereJn denotes the kernel of the multiplication byn in the Jacobian
of X.

2. The twisted moduli stackM�
G

(2.1) Proposition 1.5 takes care of the torsion subgroup of Pic(M�
G); to complete

the description of this group we need to determine the image of(q�G)
�, or more

precisely to describe geometrically the generators of this image. To do this we will
again compare with the simply connected case, by constructing for every� 2 �1(G)

a ‘twisted’ moduli stackM�eG which dominatesM�
G.

LetA be a central subgroup ofG, together with an isomorphismA �
�!

sQ
j=1
�rj

.

Using this isomorphism we identifyA to a subgroup of the torusT = (Gm)
s;

let CAG be the quotient ofG � T by the diagonal subgroupA. The projection
@:CAG! T=A �= T induces a morphism of stacks det:MCAG !MT . For each
elementd = (d1; : : : ; ds) of Zs, let us denote byOX(dp) the rational point ofMT

defined by(OX(d1p); : : : ;OX(dsp)). The fiberMd
G;A of det atOX(dp) depends

only, up to a canonical isomorphism, of the class ofd modulor = (r1; : : : ; rs).
If S is a complex scheme, an object ofMd

G;A(S) is by definition aCAG-bundle
P onX�S together with aT -bundle isomorphism ofP�CAGT with theT -bundle
associated toOX(dp). If d = 0, giving such an isomorphism amounts to reduce the
structure group ofP to Ker@ = G: in other words, the stackM0

G;A is canonically
isomorphic toMG.

(2.2) The projection p:CAG ! G=A induces a morphism of stacks
�:Md

G;A !MG=A. The exact sequence

1! A! CAG
(p;@)
�! (G=A)� T ! 1

gives rise to a cohomology exact sequence

H1(X;A)! H1(X;CAG)! H1(X;G=A) �H1(X;T )! H2(X;A)

from which we deduce that the degree� 2 �1(G) of the(G=A)-bundle�(P ), for
P 2 Md

G;A(C), satisfies�(�) e2�id=r = 1, where� is the natural homomorphism

of �1(G=A) ontoA � (Gm)
s ande2�id=r stands for the element(e2�id1=r1; : : : ;

e2�ids=rs)of (Gm)
s. We denote byM�

G;A the open and closed substack��1(M�
G=A)

ofMd
G;A, whered = (d1; : : : ; ds) is the unique element ofZs such that 0� dt < rt

and�(�) e2�id=r = 1 (if G is simply connected,� is bijective andM�
G;A is simply

Md
G;A). The induced morphism�:M�

G;A !M�
G=A is surjective.

We will be mostly interested in the case whenA is the center ofG; then we
will denote simply byM�

G the stackM�
G;A, for any choice of the isomorphism
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A
�
�!

sQ
j=1
�rj (up to a canonical isomorphism, the stackM�

G;A does not depend

on this choice). If� belongs to�1(G) � �1(Gad), one gets�(�) = 1 henced = 0:
by the above remark, the notationM�

G is thus coherent with the one introduced in
Proposition 1.3.

Examples2.3. (a) We takeG =SLr, A = �r. The groupCAG is canonically
isomorphic toGL r; the stackMd

SLr
can be identified with the stack of vector

bundlesE onX with an isomorphism�rE �
�! OX(dp).

(b) We take forG the groupO2l or Sp2l, for A its center, with the unique
isomorphismA �

�! �2. The groupCAG is the groupCO2l orCSp2l of automor-
phisms ofC2l respecting the bilinear form up to a (fixed) scalar. The stackMd

G can
therefore be viewed as parameterizing vector bundlesE onX with a (symmetric or
alternate) non-degenerate bilinear form with values inOX(dp). Similarly, the stack
Md

SO2l
parameterizes vector bundlesE onX with a non-degenerate quadratic form

q: S2E ! OX(dp) and anorientation, i.e. an isomorphism!: detE �
�! OX(dlp)

such that!
2 coincides with the quadratic form induced byq on detE.
(c) We takeG = Spinr, A = �2. ThenCAG is the Clifford group andM�1

G;A is
the moduli stackM�

Spinr
considered in [O].

(2.4) Choose any element� 2 (LGad)
�(C); reasoning as in Proposition 1.3, one

gets a canonical isomorphismM�
G

�
�! (��1LXG�)nQeG (see also [B-L], 3.6 for

the caseG = SLr). In particular, the stackM�
G is connected. Moreover, we see as

in the proof of Proposition 1.5 that the torsion subgroup of Pic(M�
G) is canonically

isomorphic toH1(X;�1(G)).
Let us apply the above construction to the groupeG, with A = �1(G). Let

� 2 �1(G). From the exact sequence (1.2a), we see that� is the image of an
element of(L eG)�. Comparing with Proposition 1.3, we see that the morphism
q�G:QeG !M�

G factors as

q�G:QeG q�eG�!M�eG �
�!M�

G:

This shows us the way to determine the group Pic(M�
G): we will first compute

Pic(M�
G) whenG is simply connected orG = SO2l, then determine which powers

of the generator(s) descend toM�
G.

3. The Picard group ofMPGLr

According to (1.3), the connected components ofMPGLr are indexed by the
integersd with 0 6 d < r; the componentMd

PGLr is dominated by the moduli
stackMd

SLr parameterizing vector bundlesE onX with an isomorphism�rE �
�!

OX(dp) (2.3a).
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Recall that thedeterminant bundleD onMd
SLr is the dual of the line bundle

detR(pr2)�(E), whereE is the universal bundle onX �Md
SLr . It follows from

[B-L], Proposition 9.2, thatD generates Pic(Md
SLr) and that its inverse image on

Q generates Pic(Q). Therefore our problem is to determine which powers ofD
descend toMd

PGLr .

PROPOSITION 3.1.The smallest power ofD which descends toMd
PGLr isD

r.
Proof. Since it preserves the Killing form, the adjoint representation defines

a homomorphism Ad:GL r ! SOr2. Let f :Md
SLr ! MSO

r2 be the induced
morphism of stacks; since Ad factors throughPGLr, f factors throughMd

PGLr .
By [L-S], the determinant bundleDSO onMSO

r2 admits a square rootP; one has
f�DSO

�= D2r since the Dynkin index of Ad is 2r, hencef�P �= Dr, which implies
thatDr descends.

Let J be the Jacobian ofX, andL the Poincaŕe bundle onX � J whose
restriction tofpg � J is trivial. Consider the vector bundles

F = L�(r�1) �L1�r(dp) and G = O
�(r�1)
X �L�1(dp)

onX�J . We denote byrJ the multiplication byr in J , and putrX�J = IdX �rJ .
Sincer�X�J L �= Lr, one hasr�X�J G �= F 
 L�1, hence the projective bundles
P(F) andr�X�J P(G) are isomorphic. Therefore we have a commutative1 diagram
of stacks

J
f - Md

SLr

J

rJ

? g- Md
PGLr ;

?

�

wheref andg are the morphisms associated toF andP(G) respectively.
Thus ifDk descends toMd

PGLr , the class off�Dk in the Ńeron-Severi group
NS(J) must be divisible byr2. An easy computation shows that the class off�D
inNS(J) is r(r�1) times the principal polarization; it follows thatr2 must divide
kr(r � 1), which means thatr must dividek. 2

Remark3.2. One can consider more generally the groupG = SLr=�s, for each
integers dividing r, and the corresponding stacksMd

G for d 2 r
s
Z (mod.rZ).

It can be proved thatthe line bundleDk descends toMd
G if and only if k is a

multiple ofs=(s; r
s
) [La]. The ‘only if’ part is proved exactly as above, but the

1 By this we always mean 2-commutative, e.g. in our case the two functors� � f andg � rJ are
isomorphic.
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other implication requires some descent theory on stacks which lies beyond the
scope of this paper.

4. The Picard group ofMPSp2l

According to Proposition 1.3 the moduli stackMPSp2l
has 2 componentsMd

PSp2l

(d = 0;1); the componentMd
PSp2l

is dominated by the algebraic stackMd
Sp2l

parameterizing vector bundles of rank 2l onX with a symplectic form�2E !
OX(dp) (Example 2.3b). LetD denote the determinant bundle onMd

Sp2l
(i.e. the

determinant of the cohomology of the universal bundle onX�Md
Sp2l

); it is the pull

back of the determinant bundleD0 onMd
SL2l

by the morphismf :Md
Sp2l

!Md
SL2l

associated to the standard representation.

LEMMA 4.1. The groupPic(Md
Sp2l

) is generated byD.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

QSp2l

F - QSL2l

Md
Sp2l

qdSp2l

?
f- Md

SL2l
;

?

qdSL2l

wheref andF are induced by the embeddingSp2l ! SL2l, andqdG:QG !Md
G

is the canonical projection (2.4). One hasD = f�D0, (qdSL2l
)�D0 = OQSL2l

(1) by

[B-L], 5.5, andF �OQSL2l
(1) = OQSp2l

(1) since the Dynkin index of the standard
representation ofSp2l is 1 ([L-S], Lemma 6.8). It follows that the homomorphism
(qdSp2l

)� : Pic(Md
Sp2l

)! Pic(QSp2l
) = ZOQ(1) is surjective. On the other hand,

the proof of Proposition 6.2 in [L-S] shows that it is injective; our assertion fol-
lows. 2

In view of the above remarks, Proposition 1.5 and (2.4) provide us with an exact
sequence

0! J2 ! Pic(Md
PSp2l

)
��
�! Pic(Md

Sp2l
) = ZD;

we now determine the image of��:

PROPOSITION 4.2.The smallest power ofD which descends toMd
PSp2l

isD if l

is even,D2 if l is odd.
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Proof. The stackMd
Sp2l

parameterizes vector bundlesE with a symplectic

form ': �2E ! OX(dp) (2.3b). For such a pair, the form�2' defines a quadratic
form on �

2E with values inOX(2dp), hence anOX -valued quadratic form on
�

2E(�dp). PutN = l(2l�1); letfd : Md
Sp2l

!MSON be the morphism of stacks

which associates to(E;') the pair (�2E(�dp); �2'). Since the representation
�

2:Sp2l ! SON factors throughPSp2l, the morphismfd factors as

fd:M
d
Sp2l

!Md
PSp2l

!MSON :

The pull back underfd of the determinant bundle onMSON isD2l�2 (2l� 2 is the
Dynkin index of the representation�2). But we know by [L-S] that this determinant
bundle admits a square root, henceDl�1 descends toMd

PSp2l
. On the other hand, the

same argument applied to the adjoint representation shows thatD2l descends (see
the proof of Proposition 3.1). We conclude thatD2 descends, and thatD descends
whenl is even.

To prove thatD does not descend whenl is odd, we use the notation of the proof
of Proposition 3.1, and consider onX�J the vector bundleH = L�l�L�1(dp)�l,
endowed with the standard hyperbolic alternate form with values inO(dp). We see
as inloc. cit. that thePSp2l-bundle associated toH descends under the isogeny 2J

(observe thatH
L descends, and use the exact sequence 1! Gm ! CSp2l !
! PSp2l ! 1). Therefore the morphismh:J ! Md

Sp2l
defined byH fits in a

commutative diagram

J
h-Md

Sp2l

J

2J

?
- Md

PSp2l
:

?

Since the class off�D in NS(J) is 2l times the principal polarization, it follows
thatD does not descend. 2

5. The Picard group ofMPSO2l

(5.1) Let us consider first the moduli stackMSOr , for r > 3. It has two components
Mw

SOr , distinguished by the second Stiefel–Whitney classw 2 �2. The Picard
group of these stacks is essentially described in [L-S]: to each theta-characteristic
� onX is associated a Pfaffian line bundleP� whose square is the determinant
bundleD (determinant of the cohomology of the universal bundle onX �Mw

SOr );
according to Proposition 1.5, there is a canonical exact sequence

0! J2
�
�! Pic(Mw

SOr)! Z ! 0;
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where the torsion free quotient is generated by any of theP�’s.
We can actually be more precise. Let�(X) be the subgroup of Pic(X) generated

by the theta-characteristics; it is an extension ofZ by J2.

PROPOSITION 5.2.The map� 7! P� extends by linearity to an isomorphism
P: �(X)

�
�! Pic(Mw

SOr
), which coincides with� onJ2.

In other words, we have a canonical isomorphism of extensions

0�! J2 - �(X) - Z �! 0


0�! J2
�- Pic(Mw

SOr)
?

P

- Z �! 0:

Proof. It suffices to prove the formulaP�
� = P� 
 �(�) for any theta-
characteristic� and element� of J2.

Let L be the Poincaré bundle onX � J , normalized so that its restriction
to fpg � J is trivial. Put d = 0 if w = 1, d = 1 if w = �1. The vector
bundleL(dp)�L�1(�dp)�Or�2, with its natural quadratic form and orientation,
defines a morphismg:J !Mw

SOr . Let us identifyJ with Pico(J) via the principal
polarization. Then the required formula is a consequence of the following two
assertions:

(a) One hasg�P�
� = (g�P�) 
 � for every theta-characteristic� and element
� of J2;

(b) The mapg� : Pic(Mw
SOr)tors! J2 is the inverse isomorphism of�.

Let us prove (a). The line bundleg�P� is the pfaffian bundle associated to the
quadratic bundleL(dp)�L�1(�dp)) and to�. Now it follows from the construction
in [L-S] that for any vector bundleE onX � S, the pfaffian of the cohomology of
E � (KX 
E�), endowed with the standard hyperbolic form with values inKX ,
is the determinant of the cohomology ofE. Because the choice ofL ensures that
the determinant of the cohomology is the same forL andL(p), we conclude that
g�P� is the determinant of the cohomology ofL
 �, i.e. the line bundleOJ(��).
Since��
� = �� + �, the assertion (a) follows.

Since we already know that Pic(M�
SOr)tors is isomorphic toJ2 (Proposition

1.5), (a) implies thatg� is surjective, and therefore bijective. Henceu = g� � �
is an automorphism ofJ2. This construction extends to any family of curves
f :X ! S, defining an automorphism of the local systemR1f�(�2) overS. Since
the monodromy group of this local system is the full symplectic groupSp(J2) for
the universal family of curves, it follows thatu is the identity. 2

(5.3) This settles the case of the groupSOr; let us now consider the groupPSOr,
for r = 2l > 4. The moduli spaceMPSO2l has 4 components, indexed by the center
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Z of Spin2l. This group consists of the elementsf1;�1; ";�"g of the Clifford
algebraC(C2l), with "2 = (�1)l ([Bo], Algèbre IX). Each componentM�

PSO2l
,

for � 2 Z, is dominated by the algebraic stackM�
SO2l

(2.1). For� 2 f�1g, this is
the same stack as above; the stackM"

SO2l
[M�"

SO2l
parameterizes vector bundles

with a quadratic form with values inOX(p) and an orientation (2.3b). Changing
the sign of the orientation exchanges the two componentsM" andM�" (this
corresponds to the fact that" and�" are exchanged by the outer automorphism of
Spin(2l) defined by conjugation by an odd degree element of the Clifford group).

LEMMA 5.4. The torsion free quotient ofPic(M�"
SO2l

) is generated by the deter-
minant bundleD.

Proof. The same proof as in Lemma 4.1 shows that the pull back ofD by the
morphismq�"SO2l

:QSpin2l
! M�"

SO2l
is OQ(2) (the Dynkin index of the standard

representation ofSO2l is 2). Therefore it suffices to prove thatD has no square root
in Pic(M�"

SO2l
).

Let V be a l-dimensional vector space; we consider the vector bundle
T = (V 
C OX)� (V � 
C OX(p)), with the obvious hyperbolic quadratic form
q: S2T ! OX(p) and isomorphism!: detT �

�! OX(lp). We choose the sign of
! so that the tripleT " := (T; q; !) defines a rational point ofM"

SO2l
, and put

T�" := (T; q;�!) 2 M�"
SO2l

(C). The groupG = GL(V ) acts onT , and this
action preserves the quadratic form and the orientation. This defines a morphism
� of the stackBG classifyingG-torsors intoM�"

SO2l
: if S is aC-scheme andP a

G-torsor onS, one puts�(P ) = P �G T�"S .
Recall [L-MB] that theC-stackBG is the quotient of SpecC by the trivial

action ofG; in particular, line bundles onBG correspond in a one-to-one way to
G-linearizations of the trivial line bundle on SpecC, that is to characters ofG. In
our situation, the line bundle��D will correspond to the character ofG by which
G acts on detR�(X;T ). AsG-modules, we have

detR�(X;T ) �= detR�(X;V 
C OX)
 detR�(X;V � 
C OX(p)):

Now if L is a line bundle onX, theG-module detR�(X;V 
C L) is isomor-
phic to det(V 
 H0(L)) 
 det(V 
 H1(L))�1 = det(V )�(L). We conclude that
detR�(X;T ) is isomorphic to det(V �), i.e. that��D corresponds to the character
det�1:G! C�. Since det generates Hom(G;C�), our assertion follows.1 2

PROPOSITION 5.5.Let� 2 Z. The line bundleD (resp.D2) descends onM�
PSO2l

if l is even(resp. odd); the corresponding line bundles onM�
PSO2l

generate the
Picard group.

Proof. We first prove that the Pfaffian bundlesP� do not descend toM�
PSO2l

.
If � 2 f�"g, this follows from the above lemma. If� 2 f�1g, we consider the

1 This argument has been shown to us by V. Drinfeld.
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action ofJ2 onM�
SO2l

deduced from the embedding�2 � SO2l: each element
� 2 J2 (trivialized atp) defines an automorphism – still denoted� – of the stack
M�

SO2l
, which maps a quadratic bundle(E; q; !) onto (E 
 �; q 
 i�; ! 
 i
l� ),

wherei�:�2 �
�! OX is the isomorphism which coincides atp with the square of

the given trivialization.
We claim that��P� is isomorphic toP�
� for every theta-characteristic� and

element� of J2. This is easily seen by using the following characterization of
P� ([L-S], 7.10): letE be the universal bundle onX �M�

SO2l
; then the divisor

�� := div Rpr2�(E 
�) is divisible by 2 in DivM�

SO2l
, andP� is the line bundle

associated to12��. By construction(1X � �)�E is isomorphic toE 
 �, hence

���� = div Rpr2�((1X � �)�E 
 � = div Rpr2�(E 
 �
 �) = ��
�;

which implies our claim. Since the map� 7! P� is injective (Proposition 5.2), we
conclude thatP� does not descend.

The rest of the proof follows closely the symplectic case (Proposition 4.2). For
d = 0;1, the representation�2 defines a morphism of stacksgd:Md

SO2l
!MSON ,

which factors throughMd
PSO2l

. The pull back undergd of a square root of the
determinant bundle isDl�1; sinceD2l descends, one concludes thatD descends
whenl is even andD2 whenl is odd.

To prove thatD does not descend whenl is odd, one considers the quadratic
bundleH� onX � J defined by

H� = L�l � (L�1)�l if � = 1

= L(p)�l �L�1(�p)�l if � = �1

= (L� L�1(p))�l if � = �";

with the standard hyperbolic quadratic form, and opposite orientations for the cases
� = " and� = �".

As above, this gives rise to a commutative diagram

J
h- M�

SO2l

J

2J

?
- M�

PSO2l
;

?

from which one deduces thatD does not descend, since the class ofh�D inNS(J)
is 2l times the principal polarization. 2
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Part II: The Picard group of the moduli space

6. C�-extension associated to group actions

This part is devoted to the Picard group of the moduli spaceMG. The case of a
simply connected group being known, we will considerMG as a quotient ofMeG
by the finite groupH1(X;�1(G)). Therefore we will first develop some general
tools to study the Picard group of a quotient variety.

(6.1) LetH be a finite group acting on a normal projective varietyM over C
(or, more generally, any variety withH0(M;O�

M ) = C�), andL a line bundle
onM such thath�L �= L for all h 2 H. We associate to this situation a central
C�-extension

1! C� ! E(H;L)
p
�! H ! 1;

the groupE(H;L) consists of pairs(h; ~h), whereh runs overH and~h is an auto-
morphism ofL coveringh, andp is the first projection.

(6.2) We will need a few elementary properties of these groups:

(a) Let f :M 0 ! M be aH-equivariant rational map. Pulling back automor-
phisms induces an isomorphismf�: E(H;L)! E(H; f�L).

(b) Recall that the isomorphism classes of centralC�-extensions ofH form a
commutative group, canonically isomorphic toH2(H;C�). The class in this group
of E(H;Lr), for r 2 N, equalsr times the class ofE(H;L). More precisely,
the map'r: E(H;L) ! E(H;Lr) given by'r(h; ~h) = (h; ~h
r) is a surjective
homomorphism, with kernel the group�r of r-roots of unity, and therefore induces
an isomorphism of the push-forward ofE(H;L) by the endomorphismt 7! tr of
C� ontoE(H;Lr).

(c) LetM 0 be another projective variety,H 0 a finite group acting onM 0, L0 a
line bundle onM 0 preserved byH 0. The mapE(H;L)�E(H 0; L0)! E(H �H 0;

L�L0) given by((h; ~h); (h0; ~h0)) 7! (h�h0; ~h � ~h0) is a surjective homomorphism,
with kernelC� embedded byt 7! (t; t�1).

(d) LetK be a normal subgroup ofH. The groupH=K acts onM=K; let L0

be a line bundle onM=K preserved by this action, andL the pull back ofL0 to
M . Then the extensionE(H;L) is the pull back ofE(H=K;L0) by the projection
H ! H=K.

(6.3) A H-linearizationof L is a section of the extensionE(H;L). Such a lin-
earization allows us to define, for each pointm of M , an action of the stabilizer
Hm of m in H on the fibreLm; this action is given by a character ofHm, denoted
by�m.
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Let �:M ! M=H be the quotient map; ifL0 is a line bundle on the quotient
M=H, the line bundleL = ��L0 has a canonicalH-linearization. By construction
it has the property that at each pointm of M , the character�m of Hm is trivial .
The converse is true (‘Kempf’s lemma’), and is actually quite easy to prove in our
set-up. Since twoH-linearizations differ by a character ofH, we can restate this
lemma as follows: assume thatL admits aH-linearization; thenL descends to
M=H if and only if there exists a character� ofH such that�m = �jHm

for all
m 2M .

It follows from the above description that the kernel of the homomorphism
��: Pic(M=H) ! Pic(M) consists of theH-linearizations ofOM such that the
associated characters�m are trivial, i.e. of the characters ofH which are trivial
on the stabilizersHm. In particular, if the subgroupsHm generateH,�� is injective.

(6.4) LetM 0 be another projective variety with an action ofH, andL0 a line
bundle admitting aH-linearization. TheH-linearizations ofL andL0 define a
H-linearization ofL � L0; at each point(m;m0), the corresponding character of
H(m;m0) = Hm \Hm0 is the product of the characters�m of Hm and�0m0

of Hm0

associated to the linearizations ofL andL0. As a consequence, assume thatL and
L � L0 descend toM=H and(M �M 0)=H respectively, and thatH = [mHm;
thenL0 descends toM 0=H.

(6.5) From (6.2b) we see thatthe smallest positive integern such thatLn admits
aH-linearization is the order ofE(H;L) in H2(H;C�). We want to know which
powers ofLn descend toM=H.

Let r be a multiple ofn. The classe of E(H;L) in H2(H;C�) comes from
an element ofH2(H;�r), which means that there exists a cocyclec 2 Z2(H;�r)

representinge, or in other words a map�:H ! E(H;L) such thatp � � = IdH
and�(hh0) � �(h)�(h0) (mod.�r) – let us call such a map asection(mod.�r) of
E(H;L). Composing� with the homomorphism'r: E(H;L) ! E(H;Lr) (6.2b)
gives a section of the extensionE(H;Lr), that is aH-linearization ofLr.

Let m be a point ofM . Using thisH-linearization we get a character�m of
Hm (6.3), which can be computed as follows: forh 2 Hm the element�(h) acts
onLm, and we have�m(h) = (�(h)m)

r. Assume moreover thathr = 1 for all
h 2 H; then the element�(h)r of E(H;L) belongs to the centerC�. ThusLr

endowed with theH-linearization deduced from� descends toM=H if and only if
�(h)r = 1 for all h in [Hm. Using 6.3 we can conclude:

PROPOSITION 6.6.Assume that the order ofE(H;L) inH2(H;C�) and of every
element ofH divides r. Let �:H ! E(H;L) be a section(mod. �r). Then
Lr descends toM=H if and only if there exists a character� of H such that
�(h)r = �(h) for all h 2 H fixing some point ofM .
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In the applications we have in mind we will always have[Hm = H. In this
case we get the following condition, which depends only on the extensionE(H;L)
and not on the varietyM :

COROLLARY 6.7.Assume that every element ofH fixes some point inM . Then
Lr descends toM=H if and only if the maph 7! �r(h) from H to C� is a
homomorphism.

(6.8) From now on we will assume that the finite groupH is abelian. In that
case there is a canonical isomorphism ofH2(H;C�) onto the group Alt(H;C�) of
bilinear alternate forms onH with values inC� (see e.g. [Br], V.6, exer. 5) : to a
centralC�-extensioneH p

�! H corresponds the forme such thate(p(x); p(y)) =
xyx�1y�1 2 Kerp = C�. Conversely, givene 2 Alt (H;C�), one defines an
extension ofH in the following way: choose any bilinear form':H �H ! C�

such thate(�; �) = '(�; �)'(�; �)�1; take eH = H �C�, with the multiplication
law given by

(�; t) (�; u) = (�+ �; tu'(�; �));

the homomorphismp: eH ! H being given by the first projection.

(6.9) Let r be an integer such thatrH = 0. Then the groupH2(H;C�) �=
Alt(H;C�) is also annihilated byr. Lete 2 Alt (H;C�); we can choose the bilinear
form' with values in�r. Consider the extension defined as above by'. The map
�:H ! eH defined by�(�) = (�;1) is a section (mod.�r). An easy computation
gives�(�)r = '(�; �)

1
2r(r�1) 2 f1;�1g. One has�2r(�) = 1, and�(�)r = 1

for all � if r is odd. If r is even, the function":� 7! �(�)r is ‘quadratic’ in
the sense that"(� + �) = "(�)"(�) e(�; �)r=2. In particular, we see that�r is a
homomorphism if and only if the alternate former=2 (with values in�2) is trivial.
In summary:

PROPOSITION 6.10.AssumeH is commutative, annihilated byr; let e be the
alternate form associated toE(H;L). The line bundleL2r descends toM=H;
moreoverLr descends, except ifr is even and the former=2 is not trivial. In this
last case, if every element ofH has some fixed point onM , Lr does not descend.

Example6.11. LetA be an abelian variety of dimensiong > 1, and� a divisor on
A defining a principal polarization. LetAr be the kernel of the multiplication byr
inA. The groupE(Ar;O(r�)) is the Heisenberg group which plays a fundamental
role in Mumford’s theory of theta functions; the corresponding alternate form
er:Ar�Ar ! �r is the Weil pairing. The groupAr acts on the linear systemjr�j,
and the morphismA ! jr�j� associated to this linear system isAr-equivariant;
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therefore by (6.2a), the extensionE(Ar;Ojr�j�(1)) is isomorphic toE(Ar;O(r�)).
It follows easily thatE(Ar;Ojr�j(1)) corresponds to the nondegenerate forme�1

r .
Let s be a positive integer dividingr; an easy computation shows that
(6.12)the restriction ofer toAs is equal toer=ss .

We conclude from the proposition that:

– the line bundleO(2s) descends tojr�j=As;
– the line bundleO(s) descends tojr�j=As if s is odd orr=s is even, but does

notdescend ifs is even andr=s odd.

7. The moduli spaceMG

For the rest of this paper we assume that the genus ofX is> 2.

(7.1) Recall [R1, R2] that aG-bundleP on X is semi-stable(resp.stable) if
for every parabolic subgroup�, every dominant character� of � and every�-
bundleP 0 whose associatedG-bundle is isomorphic toP , the line bundleP 0

� has
nonpositive (resp. negative) degree.

Let �:G! G0 be a homomorphism of semi-simple groups, andP aG-bundle.
If P is semi-stable theG0-bundleP� = P �G G0 is semi-stable; the converse is
true if � has finite kernel. In particularP is semi-stable if and only if its adjoint
bundle Ad(P ) is semi-stable.

We denote byMG the coarse moduli space of semi-stable principalG-bundles
onX (loc. cit.). It is a projective normal variety. LetMss

G be the open substack
of MG corresponding to semi-stableG-bundles; there is a canonical surjective
morphismf :Mss

G ! MG. For � 2 �1(G), f maps the component(Mss
G )

� onto
the connected componentM �

G of MG parameterizingG-bundles of degree�.
The definition of (semi-) stability extends to any reductive groupH: aH-bundle

P is semi-stable (resp. stable) if and only if the(H=Zo)-bundleP=Zo has the same
property, whereZo is the neutral component of the center ofH. The construction
of the moduli spaceMH makes sense in this set-up; each component ofMH is
normal and projective.

Let Z be the center ofG; we choose an isomorphismZ �
�!

Q
�rj

. Let

� 2 �1(Gad). The construction of the ‘twisted’ moduli stackM�
G (Section 2) obvi-

ously makes sense in the framework of coarse moduli spaces. We get a coarse mod-
uli spaceM �

G, which parameterizes semi-stableCZG-bundles with determinant
OX(dp), such that the associatedGad-bundle has degree�, with �(�) e2�id=r = 1
(2.2). The open substackM�;ss

G of M�
G parameterizing semi-stable bundles maps

surjectively ontoM �
G. If A is a central subgroup ofG, there is a canonical mor-

phism�:M �
G ! M �

G=A which is a (ramified) Galois covering with Galois group

H1(X;A). The next lemma will allow us to compare the Picard groups of these
moduli spaces by applying the results of Section 6, in particular Proposition 6.10,
to the action ofH1(X;A) onM �

G.
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LEMMA 7.2. Let� 2 �1(Gad).
(a) The moduli spaceM �

G is unirational.
(b) Any finite order automorphism ofM �

G has fixed points.

Proof. (a) The proof in [K-N-R], Corollary 6.3, for the untwisted case extends
in a straightforward way: by (2.4) we have a surjective morphismQeG !M�

G; so
the open subset ofQeG parameterizing semi-stable bundles maps surjectively onto
M �

G. SinceQeG is a direct limit of an increasing sequence of generalized Schubert
varieties, which are rational, the lemma follows.

(b) This is actually true for any finite order automorphismg of a projective
unirational varietyM . One (rather sophisticated) proof goes as follows: there
exists a desingularizationfM of M to which g lifts to an automorphism~g [H],
necessarily of finite order. SinceHi(fM;O eM ) is zero fori > 0, we deduce from
the holomorphic Lefschetz formula that~g has fixed points, hence alsog. 2

Recall that the moduli spaceMG is constructed as agood quotient[Se] of a smooth
schemeR by a reductive group� [R1] – this implies in particular that the closed
points ofMG correspond to the closed orbits of� in R. In order to compare the
Picard groups of Pic(MG) and Pic(MG), we will need a more precise result:

LEMMA 7.3. There exists a presentation ofM�;ss
G as a quotient of a smooth scheme

R by a reductive group�, such that the moduli spaceM �
G is a good quotient ofR

by�.
Proof. We will explain the proof in some detail for the untwisted case, then

indicate how to adapt the argument to the general situation.
We fix a faithful representation�:G ! SLr and an integerN such that for

every semi-stableG-bundleP , the vector bundleP�(Np) is generated by its global
sections and satisfiesH1(X;P�(Np)) = 0. LetM = r(N + 1� g). For any
complex schemeS, we denote byRG(S) the set of isomorphism classes of pairs
(P; �), whereP is aG-bundle onX � S whose restriction toX � fsg, for each
closed points 2 S, is semi-stable, and�:OM

S
�
�! pr2�P�(Np) an isomorphism.

We define in this way a functorRG from the category ofC-schemes to the category
of sets; we claim that it is representable by a schemeRG. If G = SLr, this follows
from Grothendieck theory of the Hilbert scheme [G1]. In the general case, we
observe that reductions toG of the structure group of aSLr-bundleP correspond
canonically to global sections of the bundleP=G; it follows thatRG is isomorphic
to the functor of global sections ofP=G, whereP is the universalSLr-bundle on
X �RSLr . Again by [G1], this functor is representable by a schemeRG, which is
affine overRSLr .

Put � = GLM . The group� acts onRG, and therefore onRG, by the rule
g � (P; �) = (P; �g�1). This action lifts to the universalG-bundleP overX �RG

as follows: by construction the universal pair(P; �) is isomorphic to((Id�g)�P;
� � g), hence there is an isomorphism ofG-bundles�g: (Id�g)�P ! P such
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that� � g�1 = pr2�(�g;�) � �. Since� is faithful this isomorphism is uniquely
determined bypr2�(�g;�), hence depends only ong and defines the required lifting.

The�-equivariant morphism'P :RG ! MG induces a morphism of stacks
'P : [RG=�] ! Mss

G which is easily seen to be an isomorphism. We also have a
�-equivariant morphism P :RG ! MG; if there exists a good quotientRG==�,
the universal property ofMG implies that P must induce an isomorphism of this
quotient ontoMG. The existence of such a good quotient is classical in the case
G = SLr (possibly after increasingN ); for generalG, since the canonical map
RG ! RSLr is �-equivariant and affine, the existence of a good quotient ofRSLr
by � implies the same property forRG thanks to a lemma of Ramanathan ([R1],
lemma 4.1).

Let us finally consider the twisted case. We choose an embedding of the center

Z of G in a torusT = Gs
m, and an embedding�:G !

sQ
i=1

GL ri such that�(Z) is

central; we putS = (
Q

GL ri) � (T=Z). The map(g; t) 7! (t�1�(g); t mod.Z)

of G � T into S defines an embedding ofCZG into S, which maps the center of
CZG into the center ofS, so that aCZG-bundleP onX is semi-stable if and only
if the associatedS-bundle is semi-stable. We then argue as before, replacingSLr
by S. 2

PROPOSITION 7.4.Assume that the groupG is almost simple. The groupPic(M �
G)

is infinite cyclic, and the homomorphism��: Pic(M �
G)! Pic(M �eG) is injective.

The second assertion follows from Lemma 7.2(b) and (6.3); it is therefore
enough to prove the first one whenG is simply connected. The proof then is the
same as in the untwisted case ([L-S] or [K-N]): since the stackM�

G is smooth, the
restriction map Pic(M�

G)! Pic(M�;ss
G ) is surjective, hence by Proposition 1.5 the

group Pic(M�;ss
G ) is cyclic; it remains to prove that the pull back homomorphism

Pic(M �
G)! Pic(M�;ss

G ) is injective.
We choose a presentation ofM�;ss

G as a quotient of a smooth schemeR by a
reductive group�, such that the moduli spaceM �

G is a good quotient ofR by �
(Lemma 7.3); then line bundles onM�;ss

G (resp. onM �
G) correspond to line bundles

onR with a�-linearization (resp. a�-linearization� such that�()r = 1 for each
(; r) 2 ��R such thatr = r), hence our assertion. 2

In what follows we will identify the group Pic(M �
G) with its image in Pic(M �eG);

our aim will be to find its generator.

8. The Picard groups ofMSpinr andMG2

(8.1) In this section we complete the results of [L-S] in the simply connected case.
The casesG = SLr or Sp2l are dealt with inloc. cit.. We now consider the case
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G = Spinr; we denote byD the determinant bundle onMSpinr associated to the
standard representation� of Spinr in Cr.

PROPOSITION 8.2.Letr be an integer> 7. The groupPic(MSpinr) is generated
byD.

Proof. Choose a presentation ofMss
Spinr

as a quotient of a smooth schemeR by
a reductive group�, such thatMSpinr is a good quotient ofR by � (Lemma 7.3).
Let S be the universalSpinr-bundle onX � R. We fix a theta-characteristic� on
X; this allows us to define the pfaffian line bundleP� onR, which is a square root
of detRpr2�(S� 
 �) [L-S]. The action of� onS defines a�-linearization ofP�.

By [L-S] we know that the group of�-linearized line bundles onR (isomorphic
to Pic(Mss

Spinr
)) is generated byP�, so all we have to prove is thatP� itself

does not descend toR==�, i.e. to exhibit a closed points 2 R whose stabilizer
in � acts nontrivially on the fibre ofP� at s. If s corresponds to a semi-stable
Spinr-bundleP , its stabilizer is the group Aut(P ); since the formation of pfaffians
commutes with base change, its action on(P�)s is the natural action of Aut(P ) on�
�

maxH0(X;P� 
 �)
��1 [L-S].

To constructP we follow [L-S], Proposition 9.5: we choose a stableSO4-
bundleQ and a stableSOr�4-bundleQ0 with w2(Q) = w2(Q

0) = 1. LetH be the
subgroupSO4�SOr�4 of SOr, and eH its inverse image inSpinr. TheH-bundle
Q�Q0 hasw2 = 0 by construction, hence admits aeH-structure; we choose one,
and take forP the associatedSpinr-bundle. Let be a central element ofeH lifting
the element(�1;1) of H. Then defines an automorphism ofP , which acts on
the associated vector bundleP� = Q��Q

0
� as(� Id; Id) (we use the same letter�

to denote the standard representation of all orthogonal groups in sight). Therefore
 acts on(P�)s by multiplication by(�1)h

0
(Q�
�). But h0(Q� 
 �) is congruent

tow2(Q) (mod. 2) [L-S, 7.10.1], hence our assertion. 2

Remark8.3. Forr 6 6 the groupSpinr is of type A or C, so we already have
a complete description of Pic(MSpinr). It is worth noticing that the above result
does not hold forr 6 6: using the exceptional isomorphisms one checks easily that
Pic(MSpinr) is generated by a square root ofD for r = 5 or 6 and a fourth root for
r = 3 – while it is isomorphic toZ2 for r = 4.

We now consider the case whenG is of typeG2. The groupG is the auto-
morphism group of the octonion algebraO over C ([Bo], Algèbre III, App.); in
particular it has a natural orthogonal representation� in the 7-dimensional space
O=C. We denote byD the determinant bundle onMG associated to this represen-
tation.

PROPOSITION 8.4.The groupPic(MG) is generated byD.
Proof. As before we choose a presentation ofMss

G as a quotient of a smooth
schemeR by a reductive group�, such thatMG = R==�; choosing a theta-
characteristic� onX allows to define a pfaffian line bundleP� onR, with a natural
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�-linearization. By [L-S], Theorem 1.1,P� generates the group of�-linearized line
bundles onR; we must again prove that it does not descend toR==�, i.e. exhibit a
G-bundleP such that Aut(P ) acts nontrivially on�maxH0(P� 
 �).

Let V be a 3-dimensional vector space overF2. The algebraO has a basis
(e�)�2V , with multiplication rule

e� e� = "(�; �) e�+� ;

for a certain function":V �V ! f�1g. Suppose given a homomorphism� 7! L�
of V into J . We view J as the moduli space for degree 0 line bundles with
a trivialization atp; for each pair(�; �) in V we have a unique isomorphism
u��:L� 
 L� ! L�+� compatible with these trivializations. We endow theOX -
moduleA = �

�2V
L� with the algebra structure defined by the mapA 
 A ! A

which coincides with"(�; �)u�� onL�
L�. It is a sheaf ofOX -algebras, locally
isomorphic toOX 
C O. LetP be the associatedG-bundle (the sections ofP over
an open subsetU ofX are algebra isomorphisms ofOU 
C O ontoAjU ). Since the
pull back ofP to any finite covering ofX on which theL�’s are trivial is trivial,
P is semi-stable. The vector bundleP� is simply �

�6=0
L�. Let �:V ! f�1g be

a nontrivial character; the diagonal endomorphism(�(�))�2V of A is an algebra
automorphism, and therefore defines an automorphism� of P , which acts onP�
with eigenvalues(�(�))�6=0. Hence� acts on�maxH0(P� 
 �) by multiplication
by (�1)h, with h =

P
�(�)=�1 h

0(L� 
 �). Since the function� 7! h0(L� 
 �)

(mod. 2) is quadratic, an easy computation gives thath is even if and only if the
image of Ker� in J2 is totally isotropic with respect to the Weil pairing. Clearly
we can choose our mapV ! J2 and the character� so that this does not hold; this
provides the required example. 2

9. The Picard group ofM0
G

In the study of Pic(M �
G), contrary to what we found for the moduli stacks, the

degree� plays an important role. We treat first the degree 0 case, which is easier.
Let us start with the caseAl. We recall that the determinant bundleD exists on the
moduli spaceMSLr , and generates its Picard group.

PROPOSITION 9.1.LetG = SLr=�s, with s dividingr.

(a) If s is odd orr=s is even,Pic(M0
G) is generated byDs.

(b) If s is even andr=s is odd,Pic(M0
G) is generated byD2s.

In particular,Pic(M0
PGLr) is generated byDr if r is odd and byD2r if r is even.

Proof. We identifyMSLr with the moduli space of semi-stable vector bundles
of rankr and trivial determinant onX. Let Jg�1 be the component of the Picard
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variety ofX parameterizing line bundles of degreeg�1, and� � Jg�1 the canon-
ical theta divisor. It is shown in [B-N-R] that forE general inMSLr , the condition
H0(X;E 
 L) 6= 0 defines a divisorD(E) in Jg�1 which belongs to the linear
systemjr�j, and that the rational mapD:MSLr– – ! jr�j thus defined satis-
fiesD�O(1) = D. Using (6.2a) we deduce that the alternate form associated to

E(Jr;D) is the inverse of the Weil pairinger; its restriction toJs is e�r=ss (6.12).
From Proposition 6.10, we conclude that the line bundlesDs in case (a) andD2s

in case b) descend toM0
G.

It remains to prove that these line bundles are indeed in each case generators of
Pic(M0

G). Consider first the cases = r. Since the extensionE(Jr;D) is of orderr
in H2(Jr;C

�), the smallest power ofD which admits aJr-linearization isDr, so
the conclusion follows from Proposition 6.10. In the general case, putM :=MSLr ,
and assume that some powerDk of D descends toM=Js. Observe thatM=Jr can
be viewed as the quotient ofM=Js by Jr=s.

Assume thatr=s is even. We know by Proposition 6.10 thatD2kr=s descends to
M=Jr; sincer is even, this implies by what we have seen that 2r divides 2kr=s,
hence thatk is a multiple ofs. If r=s is odd, thenDkr=s descends by Proposition
6.10, and thereforek is a multiple ofs or 2s according to the parity ofr. 2

(9.2) We now consider the case of the orthogonal and symplectic group. IfG = SOr

or Spr (r even), we will denote byD the determinant bundle onMG, i.e. the pull
back of the determinant bundle onMSLr by the morphism associated to the standard
representation. We know that the group Pic(MSpr) is generated byD ([L-S], 1.6),
and that Pic(MSpinr) is generated by the pull back ofD (Proposition 8.2); it follows
that the Picard group of each component ofMSOr is generated byD. It remains to
consider the groupsPSp2l andPSO2l.

PROPOSITION 9.3.LetG = PSp2l or PSO2l (l > 2).

(a) If l is even,Pic(M0
G) is generated byD2.

(b) If l is odd,Pic(M0
G) is generated byD4.

Proof. The extensionE(J2;D) is the pull back toJ2 of the Heisenberg exten-
sion of J2l, and the corresponding alternate form isel2 (6.12). We deduce from
Proposition 6.10 thatD2 descends toM0

G if l is even, and thatD4 descends butD2

does not ifl is odd.
It remains to prove thatD does not descend whenl is even. Let us consider for

instance the case of the symplectic group; for every integern, we putMn =MSp2n

and denote byDn the determinant line bundle onMn. Write l = p+q, wherep and
q are odd (e.g.p = 1, q = l � 1), and consider the morphismu:Mp �Mq ! Ml

given byu((E;'); (E0 ; '0)) = (E �E0; '� '0). It is J2-equivariant and satisfies
u�Dl = Dp�Dq. The groupJ2�J2 acts onMp�Mq; from (6.2c) one deduces that
the alternate forme corresponding to the extensionE(J2�J2;Dp�Dq) is given by
e((�; �0); (�; �0)) = e2(�; �) e2(�

0; �0). If Dl descends toMl=J2, thenDp � Dq

descends to(Mp �Mq)=J2, and we can apply (6.2d) to the varietyMp �Mq and
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the diagonal embeddingJ2 � J2 � J2. We conclude that the forme is the pull
back of an alternate form onJ2 by the sum mapJ2 � J2 ! J2. This is clearly
impossible, which proves thatDl does not descend toMl=J2.

The same argument applies to the orthogonal groups, except that one has to be
careful about the definition ofM1: we take it to be the Jacobian ofX, by associating
to a line bundle� onX the vector bundle����1 with the standard isotropic form.
ThenD1 is the line bundleO(2�). The alternate form associated toE(J2;D1) is
e2, and the rest of the argument applies without any change. 2

Remark9.4. There remains one case to deal with. Whenl is even, the centerZ
of Spin2l is isomorphic to�2��2, so it contains two subgroups of order 2 (besides
the kernel of the homomorphismSpin2l ! SO2l). These subgroups are exchanged
by the outer automorphisms ofSpin2l, so the corresponding quotient groups are
canonically isomorphic; let us denote them byG. SinceM0

G dominatesM0
PSO2l

, it
follows from Proposition 9.3 thatD2 descends toM0

G. If l is not divisible by 4,
one can show thatD does not descend toM0

G, so Pic(M0
G) is generated byD2. If

l = 4, one sees using the triality automorphism thatD descends; we do not know
what happens forl = 4m,m > 2.

10. The Picard group ofMd
PGLr

In this section we consider the componentMd
PGLr of the moduli spaceMPGLr , for

0< d < r. It is the quotient byJr of the moduli spaceMd
SLr of semi-stable vector

bundles of rankr and determinantOX(dp). We denote by� the g.c.d. ofr andd. If
A is a vector bundle onX of rankr=� and degree(r(g�1)�d)=� which is general
enough, the conditionH0(X;E 
 A) 6= 0 defines a Cartier divisor onMd

SLr ; the
associated line bundleL (sometimes called thetheta line bundle) is independent
of the choice ofA, and generates Pic(Md

SLr) [D-N].

PROPOSITION 10.1.The groupPic(Md
PGLr) is generated byL� if r is odd and

byL2� if r is even.

Choose a stable vector bundleA of rankr=� and determinantOX(�
d
�
p), and

consider the morphisma:E 7! E
A ofMd
SLr intoM0

SL
r2=�

. By definitionL is the

pull back of the determinant bundleD on the target. The mapa is Jr-equivariant,
hence induces an isomorphismE(Jr;D) �= E(Jr;L). We have seen in the proof

of Proposition 9.1 that the alternate form associated toE(Jr;D) is e�r=�r ; hence
the smallest power ofL which descends toMd

PGLr isL�. Therefore it is enough to
prove thatL� descends toMd

PGLr whenr is odd and thatL2� but notL� descends
whenr is even.

We will prove this by reducing to the degree 0 case with the help of the Hecke
correspondence.Let us denote simply byM the moduli spaceM1

SLr of stable vector
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bundles of rankr and determinantOX(p) onX. There exists a Poincaré bundleE
onX �M ; we denote byEp its restriction tofpg �M , viewed as a vector bundle
onM . We fix an integerh with 0< h < r and letP = GM (h; Ep) the Grassmann
bundle parameterizing rankh locally free quotients ofEp. A point of P can be
viewed as a pair(E;F ) of vector bundles withE 2 M , E(�p) � F � E and
dim(Ep=Fp) = h.

LEMMA 10.2. If E is general enough inM , for any pair(E;F ) in P the vector
bundleF is semi-stable, and stable ifg > 3.

Proof. We will actually prove a more precise result. IfG is a vector bundle on
X, define thestability degrees(G) of G as the minimum of the rational numbers
�(G00) � �(G0) over all exact sequences 0! G0 ! G ! G00 ! 0. One has
s(G) > 0 if and only ifG is semi-stable,s(G) > 0 if and only ifG is stable, and
s(G) = g � 1 whenG is a general stable vector bundle [L, Hi].

LetE;F be two vector bundles onX, with E(�p) � F � E. The lemma will
follow from the inequality

s(F ) > s(E)� 1

(note that sinceE andF play a symmetric role, this impliesjs(E) � s(F )j 6 1).
Let Qp be the sheafE=F (with supportfpg), andh the dimension of its fibre at
p. LetF 0 be a subbundle ofF , of rankr0. From the exact sequence 0! F=F 0 !
E=F 0 ! Qp ! 0 we get

�(F=F 0)� �(F 0) = �(E=F 0)�
h

r � r0
� �(F 0) > s(E)�

h

r � r0
:

Let Kp := Ker(Ep ! Qp). The exact sequence 0! E(�p) ! F ! Kp ! 0
induces an exact sequence 0! E0 ! F 0 ! Kp, with E0 := F 0 \ E(�p).
Therefore

�(F=F 0)� �(F 0) > �(E(�p)=E0)� �(E0)�
r � h

r0
> s(E)�

r � h

r0
:

Since one of the two numbers
h

r � r0
and

r � h

r0
is 6 1, we get the required

inequality. 2

Let us denote byM 0 the moduli spaceM1�h
SLr . Using the lemma we get a diagram

P

	�
�
�
�
�

q

..............

q0

R
M M 0
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(‘Hecke diagram’), whereq (resp.q0) associates to a pair(E;F ) the vector bundle
E (resp.F , providedF is semi-stable).

Let L andL0 be the theta line bundles onM andM 0. Let � be the g.c.d. ofr
and 1� h.

LEMMA 10.3. One hasKP = q�L�1
 q0�L0��.
Proof. LetE be a general vector bundle inM ; let us compute the restriction of

q0�L0 to the fibreq�1(E). OnX �P we have a canonical exact sequence

0! F ! (1X � q)�E ! (ip)�Qp ! 0;

whereQp is the universal quotient bundle ofq�Ep onP andip the embedding of
P = fpg�P inX�P. For each pointP = (E;F ) of P this exact sequence gives
by restriction toX�fPg the exact sequence 0! F ! E ! Qp ! 0 definingP ;
in particular, one hasFX�fPg = F , and the mapq0:P– –!M 0 is the classifying
map associated toF . It follows thatq0�L0 is the determinant bundle associated to
F 
A, whereA is a vector bundle of rankr=� and appropriate degree.

Now letE 2M ; putG = q�1(E) = G(h;Ep), and denote by�:X �G ! X

and�:X�G ! G the two projections. The restriction of the above exact sequence
toX �G gives, after tensor product with��A, an exact sequence

0! F 
 ��A! ��(E 
A)! (ip)�Q
r=�
p ! 0;

applyingR�� and taking determinants, we obtain

detR��(F 
 ��A) �= (detQp)
r=� = OG(r=�):

The restriction ofKP to G is KG = OG(�r); since Pic(P) is generated by
OP(1) andq� Pic(M), one can writeKP = q0�L0��
 q�La for some integera. To
computea we consider the restriction ofq�L to a general fibreq0�1(F ): by lemma
(10.2) this fibre can be identified with the Grassmann varietyG(r � h; Fp), and
the same argument as above shows that the restriction ofq�L is equal toOG(r),
that is to the restriction ofK�1

P . This givesa = �1, hence the lemma. 2

Observe that the groupJr acts in a natural way onP, by the rule� � (E;F ) =
(E 
 �; F 
 �); the Hecke diagram isJr-equivariant.

LEMMA 10.4. Lets be an integer dividingr. The canonical bundleKP descends
toP=Js, except ifs is even andh andr=s are odd; in this last caseK2

P descends.
Proof. (a) We first prove thatKM descends toM=Jr. Let � and� denote the

projections fromX � M ontoX andM respectively. By deformation theory,
the tangent bundleTM is canonically isomorphic toR1��(End0(E)), whereEnd0

denotes the sheaf of traceless endomorphisms; it follows thatKM is the inverse of
the determinant bundle detR��(End0(E)). SinceEnd0(E) has trivial determinant,
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this is also equal to detR��(End0(E)
 �
�L) for any line bundleL onX (see e.g.

[B-L], 3.8); thereforeK�1
M is the pull back of the generatorL of Pic(MSL

r2
�1
) by

the morphismM ! MSLr2
�1

which mapsE to End0(E). This morphism factors
through the quotientM=Jr, hence our assertion.

(b) Therefore we need only to consider the relative canonical bundleKP=M ,
with its canonicalJr-linearization. Let� 2 Jr, and letP = (E;F ) be a fixed point
of� in P; we want to compute the tangent mapTP (�) to� atP . The vector bundle
E 2M is fixed by�, and the action of� on the fibreq�1(E) = G(Ep) is induced
by the automorphism~� of Ep obtained from the isomorphism'�:E ! E 
 �

(note that'�, hence also~�, are uniquely determined up to a scalar, sinceE is
stable).

Let 0! Kp ! Ep ! Qp ! 0 be the exact sequence corresponding toP . The
tangent space toG(Ep) at P is canonically isomorphic to Hom(Kp; Qp), hence
its determinant is canonically isomorphic to(detEp)

�h 
 (detQp)
r; we conclude

that detTP (�) is equal to(det~�)h, where~� is normalized so that~�r = 1.
(c) It remains to compute det~�. Now the fixed points of� onM are easy to

describe [N-R]: letsbe the order of�, and�: eX ! X the associated́etales-sheeted
covering; a vector bundleE onX satisfiesE 
 � �= E if and only if it is of the
form�� eE for some vector bundleeE on eX, of rankr=s. To evaluate'� atp, we can

trivialize eE in a neighborhood of��1(p): write eE = ��T , whereT = O
r=s
X . Then

one has�� eE = �
i2Z=s

T 
 �i, and the isomorphism'� maps identicallyT 
 �i

onto (T 
 �i�1) 
 �. It follows that the eigenvalues of~� are thes-th roots of 1,
each counted with multiplicityr=s. This implies in particular det~� = �r(s�1)=2,
where� is a primitives-th root of 1, and therefore detTP (�) = (�1)h(s�1) r

s . The
lemma follows. 2

(10.5) Proof of Proposition(10.1). We first observe that a line bundleL on M
descends toM=Js if and only if its pull back toP descends toP=Js. In fact, we
know by (6.2a) thatG-linearizations ofL correspond bijectively by pull back to
G-linearizations ofq�L; for � 2 Js, any fixed pointE of � in M is the image of
a pointP 2 P fixed by�, so with the notation of (6.3) one has�E(�) = �P (�),
which implies our assertion.

Similarly, a line bundle onM 0 descends toM 0=Js if and only if its pull back to
P descends toP=Js: what we have to check in order to apply the same argument is
that every component of the fixed locus FixM 0(�) is dominated by a component of
FixP (�), and conversely that every component of FixP(�) dominates a component
of FixM 0(�). But this follows easily from the description of the fixed points of�

given above (10.4c).
We first consider the caseh = 1. If r is odd, we know from Proposition 9.1

and Lemma 10.4 thatL0r andKP = q�L�1
 q0�L0�r descend toP=Jr ; it follows
thatL descends toM=Jr. Assume thatr is even. EndowKP with its canonical
Jr-linearization,Lr with theJr-linearization defined in (6.10), andq�L with the
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Jr-linearization deduced from the isomorphismKP
�= q�L�1
 q0�L0�r. Let� be

an element of orderr in Jr, andP a fixed point of� in P; we know that� acts on
(KP)P by multiplication by�1 (10.4c) and on(q0�L0r)P by multiplication by"(�)
(6.10), hence it acts on(q�L)P by multiplication by�"(�). Since�"(� + �) 6=
(�"(�) (�"(�))) when� and� are two elements of orderr orthogonal for the
Weil pairing, we conclude thatL does not descend, while of courseL2 descends.

We now apply the same argument withh arbitrary. If r is odd,KP andq�L
descend, henceL0� descends. Ifr is even, we get aJr-linearization onq0�L0� such
that an element� of orderr in Jr acts by multiplication by(�1)h+1"(�); again
this implies thatL0� does not descend, whileL02� descends. 2

Remark10.6. The methods of this section allow to treat more generally in
most cases the groupSLr=�s, for s dividing r. We will contend ourselves with an
example, which we will need below: the caseG = SL2l=�2 (l > 1). The moduli
spaceMG has two components, namelyM0

G (treated in Proposition 9.1) and the
quotientM l

G of M l
SL2l

by J2. The theta line bundleL onM l
SL2l

is the pull back of
the determinant bundle onM0

SL4l
under the mapE 7! E 
 A, whereA is a stable

vector bundle of rank 2 and degree�1. It follows from Proposition 9.1 thatL2

descends toM l
G; on the other hand, by Proposition 10.1,Ll and thereforeL do not

descend ifl is odd. We shall now prove thatL descends toM l
G whenl is even.

Let�:M l
SL2l

!MSLl(2l�1)
be the morphismE 7! �

2E(�p). One checks easily

that the pull back of the determinant bundleD on MSLl(2l�1)
is Ll�1 (e.g. by

pulling back to the moduli stack, and using the fact that the Dynkin index of
the representation�2 is 2l � 2). Now� factors throughM l

SL2l
=J2, thereforeLl�1

descends to this quotient. Whenl is even, this implies thatL itself descends.

11. The Picard groups ofMPSp2l
andMPSO2l

(11.1) In the caseCl, it remains only to consider the componentM1
PSp2l

, which is

the quotient byJ2 of the moduli spaceM1
PSp2l

of semi-stable pairs(E;'), where

E is a vector bundle of rank 2l on X and': �2E ! OX(p) a non-degenerate
alternate form. LetL denote the pull back of the theta line bundle by the natural
mapM1

Sp2l
!M1

SL2l
.

PROPOSITION 11.2. (a)The groupPic(M1
Sp2l

) is generated byL.

(b) The groupPic(M1
PSp2l

) is generated byL if l is even, and byL2 if l is
odd.

Proof. By Proposition 7.4 to prove (a) it suffices to prove thatL is not divisible.
Choose an element(A; ) of M1

Sp2l�2
, and consider the mapu:M1

SL2
! M1

Sp2l

given byu(E) = (E;det)� (A; ). The pull back ofL is the theta line bundle�
onM1

SL2
, hence the assertion (a).
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Let us prove (b). By Remark 10.6 we already know thatL2 descends toM1
PSp2l

,

and thatL descends ifl is even. Consider the morphism�:M1
SL2

!M1
Sp2l

given by

�(E) = (E;det)�l. One has��L = �l, so ifL descends�l descends toM1
PGL2

;
by Proposition 10.1 this implies thatl is even. 2

(11.3) Let us consider the groupG = PSO2l. The moduli spaceMG has 4 compo-
nents, indexed by the centerf1;�1; ";�"g of Spin2l (5.3).

The componentM1
PSO2l

has already been dealt with in Proposition 9.3. The

componentM�1
PSO2l

is the quotient by the action ofJ2 of the moduli spaceM�1
SO2l

of
semi-stable quadratic bundles withw2 = 1. LetD denote the determinant bundle
on this moduli space.

PROPOSITION 11.4.The groupPic(M�1
PSO2l

) is generated byD2 if l is even, by
D4 if l is odd.

Proof. The same proof as in 9.3 shows thatD2 descends toM�1
PSO2l

if l is even,
and thatD4 descends butD2 does not ifl is odd. To prove thatD does not descend
whenl is even> 3, we apply the argument ofloc. cit. to the morphismu:JX �
M�1

SO2l�2
!M�1

SO2l
deduced from the natural embeddingSO2� SO2l�2 ,�! SO2l

(note thatw2 is additive andw2(�� ��1) = 0 for � 2 JX).
Whenl = 2 we consider the morphismv:M1

SL2
�M1

SL2
!M�1

SO4
which asso-

ciates to a pair(E;F ) the vector bundleHom(E;F ) with the quadratic form
defined by the determinant and the orientation deduced from the canonical isomor-
phism det(E� 
 F )

�
�! (detE)�2 
 (detF )2. One hasv�D = L � L, whereL

is the theta line bundle onM1
SL2

. SinceL does not descend toM1
PGL2

(Proposition
10.1), it follows from the commutative diagram

M1
SL2

�M1
SL2

v - M�1
SO4

M1
PGL2

�M1
PGL2

?
- M�1

PSO4

?

thatD does not descend toM�1
PSO4

. 2

We now consider the componentsM�"
PSO2l

corresponding to the elements+" and
�" of the center ofSpin2l. Each of these is the quotient byJ2 of the moduli space
M�"

SO2l
of semi-stable quadratic bundles(E; q; !), whereE is a vector bundle of rank

2l, q: S2E ! OX(p) a quadratic form and!: detE ! OX(lp) an isomorphism
compatible withq; changing the sign of! exchangesM " andM�" (5.3). We
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denote byLl the pull back of the theta line bundle onMSLl2l
under the natural map

M�"
SO2l

!MSLl2l
.

PROPOSITION 11.5.The groupPic(M�"
PSO2l

) is generated byLl whenl is even,
and byL2

l whenl is odd.
Proof. We already know that the theta line bundle descends toM l

SL2l
=J2 when

l is even and that its square descends whenl is odd (10.6), so we have only to prove
thatLl does not descend whenl is odd.

Let us first consider the casel = 3. If E is a vector bundle of rank 4 and
determinantOX(p) on X, the bundle�2E carries a quadratic form with values
in OX(p) (defined by the exterior product) and an orientation. We thus get a
morphism�:M1

SL4
! M�"

SO6
such that�(E 
 �) = �(E) 
 �2 for � 2 J4. An

easy computation shows that��L3 is the theta line bundle onM1
SL4

, which does
not descend toM1

PGL4
(10.1); our assertion follows.

Forl odd� 5, we consider the morphism�:M�"
SO2l�6

�M�"
SO6

!M�"
SO2l

deduced
from the embeddingSO2l�6 � SO6 ,�! SO2l. It is J2-equivariant (with respect
to the canonical action ofJ2 on the spacesM�"

SO2n
, and the diagonal action on

the product), and the pull back��Ll is isomorphic toLl�3 � L3. Assume thatLl
descends toM�"

PSO2l
; sinceLl�3 descends, we deduce from 6.4 thatL3 descends,

contradicting what we just proved. 2

12. Determinantal line bundles

(12.1) We can express the above results in a more suggestive way. AssumeG

is of typeA;B;C or D; let � 2 �1(G). We identify Pic(M �
G) to a subgroup of

Pic(M�;sseG ). Let� be the standard representation ofeG in Cr (for eG = SLr, Spinr
or Spr), andD� the corresponding determinant bundle onM�;sseG . The results of

sections 8 to 11 express the generator of Pic(M �
G) as a certain power ofD�. Using

the fact that the pull back toMd;ss
SLr of the theta line bundle onMd

SLr is (D�)
r

(d;r) ,
one finds:

PROPOSITION 12.2.Assume thatG is one of the groupsPGLr, PSp2l or PSO2l.
Put "G = 1 if the rank ofG is even,2 if it is odd. Let� 2 �1(G). The group
Pic(M �

G) is generated by(D�)
r"G for G = PGLr, and by(D�)

2"G for the other
groups.

(12.3) To produce line bundles onM �
G, we have already used the following recipe:

to any representation�:G! SLN we associate the pull backD� of the determinant
bundle under the morphismM �

G ! MSLN deduced from�. These line bundles
generate a subgroup Picdet(M

�
G) of Pic(M �

G). We suspect that this subgroup is
actually equal to Pic(M �

G), i.e. that all line bundles onM �
G can be constructed from

representations ofG. We have checked this in some cases:
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PROPOSITION 12.4.AssumeG is of classical type or of typeG2, and either
simply connected or adjoint or isomorphic toSOr. Then, for every� 2 �1(G), one
hasPicdet(M

�
G) = Pic(M �

G).
Proof. The simply connected case, and also the caseG = SOr, follow from

[L-S], Proposition 8.2 and 8.4.
The other groups are those which appear in the above Proposition; let us denote

by eG the positive integer such that(D�)
eG generates Pic(M �

G). If � is a repre-
sentation ofG, with Dynkin indexd�, the line bundleD� onMd

G is isomorphic to
(D�)

d�=d� (d� is 1 for the typesA;C and 2 forB;D). It follows thateG divides
d�=d� , and that our assertion is equivalent to saying thateG is the g.c.d. of the
numbersd�=d� when� runs over the representations ofG.

Let us consider the caseG = PGLr. We havedAd = 2r, which settles the case
r even. If r is odd, consider the representationS2 
 �

r�2 of SLr; since�r acts
trivially, it defines a representation� of PGLr, whose Dynkin index is

d� = d
S

2 dim�
r�2 + d

�
2 dimS

2

= (r + 2)

 
r

2

!
+ (r � 2)

 
r + 1

2

!
= r3� 2r:

Then(dAd; d�) = r = eG, which proves the result in this case.
ForG = PSp2l, easy computations givedAd = 2l+ 2 andd

�
2 = 2l� 2, hence

eG = (dAd; d�2). ForG = PSO2l, one hasdAd = 2(2l � 2) andd
S

2 = 2(2l + 2),
henceeG = (dAd; d�2)=d� . 2

Remark12.5. We can also prove the equality Picdet(M
0
G) = Pic(M0

G) for G =

SLr=�s whens andr=s are coprime. Reasoning as above and using Proposition
9.1, we need to prove that the g.c.d. of thed�’s is 2s if s is even, ands if it is odd. We
consider the representation�p = S

p 
 �
s�p for 1 6 p 6 s. Using some nontrivial

combinatorics we can prove the relation
sX

p=1

p d�p = (�1)ss2. SincedAd = 2r we

find that the g.c.d. of thed�’s divides(2r; s2) = s(2r
s
; s), hence our assertion.2

13. Local properties of the moduli spacesMG

(13.1) AG-bundleP is calledregularly stableif it is stable and its automorphism
group is equal to the centerZ(G) of G. The open subsetM reg

G of MG corre-
sponding to regularly stableG-bundles is smooth, and its complement inMG is of
codimension> 2, except whenX is of genus 2 andG maps ontoPGL2: this is
seen exactly as the analogous statement for Higgs bundles, which is proved in [F1],
theorem II.6. In what follows we will assume that we are not in this exceptional
case, leaving to the reader to check that our assertions extend by using the explicit
description ofMSL2 in genus 2.
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Let i be the natural injection ofM reg
G into MG. Then the mapi� identifies

Pic(M reg
G ) with the Weil divisor class group Cl(MG), that is the group of isomor-

phism classes of rank 1 reflexive sheaves onMG (see [Re], App. to Section 1); the
restriction mapi�: Pic(MG)! Pic(M reg

G ) corresponds to the inclusion Pic(MG) �
Cl(MG). Local factoriality of MG is equivalent to the equality Pic(MG) =Cl(MG).

We already know from [D-N] and [L-S] thatMG is locally factorial whenG is
SLr or Sp2l. We want to show that these are essentially the only cases where this
occurs.

PROPOSITION 13.2.LetG be a simply connected group, containing a factor of
typeBl (l > 3),Dl (l > 4), F4 or G2. ThenMG is not locally factorial.

The same result holds ifG contains a factor of typeEl [So]. This has the amusing
consequence thatthe semi-simple groupsG for whichMG is locally factorial are
exactly those which arespecialin the sense of Serre, i.e. such that allG-bundles
are locally trivial for the Zariski topology(see [G2]).

Proof of the Proposition. We can assume thatG is almost simple. Choose a
presentation ofMG as a quotient of a smooth schemeR by a reductive group�,
such thatMG is a good quotient ofR by � (Lemma 7.3). We denote by� the
standard representation inCr in caseG = Spinr, in C7 if G is of typeG2, and
the orthogonal representation inC26 with highest weight$4 if G is of typeF4

(we use the standard notation of [Bo], Lie VII). LetD be the determinant bundle
on R associated to�. As in the proof of Proposition 8.2, the choice of a theta-
characteristic� on X allows us to define a square rootP� of D on R, with a
canonical�-linearization. We will show thatP� descends to the open subsetM

reg
G ,

but not toMG, thus showing that the restriction map is not surjective.
The first assertion is clear ifG is of typeF4 orG2, because thenZ(G) is trivial,

so � acts freely on the open subset ofR corresponding to regularly stableG-
bundles. SupposeG = Spinr; letQ be aG-bundle, andz an element ofZ(G). The
image ofz in SOr is either 1 or possibly�1 if r is even; sinceh0(Q�
�) � rh0(�)

(mod. 2) by [L-S], 7.10.1, we conclude thatz acts trivially on�maxH0(Q� 
 �),
i.e. on the fibre ofP� atQ (8.2).

We already know thatP� does not descend toMG whenG = Spinr (Propo-
sition 8.2) orG is of typeG2 (Proposition 8.4); it remains to show that the class
of D is not divisible by 2 in Pic(MG) whenG is of typeF4. There is a natural
inclusionSpin8 � G, which induces a morphismf :MSpin8

! MG. An easy
computation gives that the Dynkin index of the restriction toSpin8 of the standard
representation ofG is 6. Since the Dynkin index of the standard representation of
Spin8 is 2, it follows thatf�D is isomorphic toD
3

0 , whereD0 is the generator
Pic(MSpin8

); this implies thatD is not divisible by 2 in Pic(MG). 2

We now treat the case of a non simply connected group. We start with two
lemmas which are certainly well known, but for which we could find no reference:
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LEMMA 13.3. Let�: eY ! Y be a ramified Galois covering, with abelian Galois
groupA. If � is étale in codimension1, the varietyY is not locally factorial.

Proof. Let bA = Hom(A;C�). LetY o be an open subset ofY such thatY �Y o

has codimension> 2 and the induced covering�o: eY o ! Y o is étale. This covering
corresponds to a homomorphismL: bA ! Pic(Y o) such that��OeY o = �

�2bA L(�).
If Y is locally factorial, the restriction map Pic(Y ) ! Pic(Y o) is bijective, soL
extends to a homomorphismbA ! Pic(Y ) which defines ańetale covering ofY
extending�o, and therefore equal to�. Then� is étale, contrary to our hypothesis.2

LEMMA 13.4. Let S be a scheme,H an algebraic group,A a closed central
subgroup ofH, P a principalH-bundle onS. The cokernel of the natural homo-
morphismAut(P ) ! Aut(P=A) is canonically isomorphic to the stabilizer ofP
in H1(X;A) (for the natural action ofH1(X;A) onH1(X;H) ).

Proof. Denote byAut (P ) the automorphism bundle of theH-bundleP . We
have an exact sequence of groups overS

1! AS ! Aut (P )! Aut (P=A)! 1

(to check exactness one may replaceP by the trivialH-bundle, for which this is
clear). The associated cohomology exact sequence reads

1! A! Aut(P )! Aut(P=A)! H1(S;A)
h
�! H1(S;Aut (P )):

The map h associates to anA-bundle � the class of theAut (P )-bundle
��AAut (P ), which is canonically isomorphic toIsom (P; ��AP ); the element
h(�) is trivial if and only if this last bundle admits a global section, which means
exactly that��A P is isomorphic toP , hence the lemma. 2

PROPOSITION 13.5.SupposeG is not simply connected; let� 2 �1(G). The
moduli spaceM �

G is not locally factorial.
Proof. We first prove that the Galois covering�:M �eG ! M �

G is étale above

(M �
G)

reg. We putA = �1(G), and choose an isomorphismA �
�!

sQ
j=1
�rj

; we use

freely the notation of (2.1). We denote byH the groupCA eG = ( eG�T )=A. LetQ 2
(M �

G)
reg andP a point ofM �eG aboveQ; we will use the same letters to denote the

corresponding bundles. Using the isomorphismH=A �= G� (T=A), the condition
�(P ) = Qmeans that the(H=A)-bundleP=A is isomorphic toQ�OX(dp). Since
Aut(Q) is reduced to the center ofG, the map Aut(P )! Aut(P=A) is surjective;
we deduce from Lemma 13.4 that the stabilizer ofP in H1(X;A) is trivial, i.e.�
is étale atP .

It follows that the abelian cover�:M �eG ! M �
G is étale in codimension one.

Since it is ramified by Lemma 7.2, we conclude from Lemma 13.3 thatM �
G is not

locally factorial.
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Finally we observe that, though the moduli space is not locally factorial in most
cases, it is always Gorenstein (this is proved in [K-N], theorem 2.8, for a simply
connectedG):

PROPOSITION 13.6.The moduli spaceMG is Gorenstein.
Proof. We choose again a presentation ofMG as a quotient of a smooth scheme

R by a reductive group�, such thatMG is a good quotient ofR by � (Lemma
7.3); we denote byP the universal bundle onX �R, and byRreg the open subset
of R corresponding to regularly stable bundles. Since the center ofG is killed by
the adjoint representation, the vector bundle Ad(P) descends to a vector bundle
onX �M

reg
G , that we will still denote Ad(P). Deformation theory provides an

isomorphismTM reg
G

�
�! R1pr2�(AdP); sinceH0(X;Ad(P )) = 0 for P 2 M

reg
G ,

the line bundle detTM reg
G

is isomorphic to detRpr2�(AdP), that is to the restriction

toM reg
G of the determinant bundleDAd associated to the adjoint representation.

SinceMG is Cohen–Macaulay, it admits a dualizing sheaf!, which is torsion-
free and reflexive ([Re], App. of Section 1). The reflexive sheaves! andD�1

Ad , which
are isomorphic aboveM reg

G , are isomorphic (loc. cit.), hence! is invertible. 2
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